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ANSWER KEY

A. READING COMPREHENSION {8 marks}

A. Passage Completion . (02 marks)
1. cell phones and tablets; 2. giving it a try; 3. Prohibit', 4. ridiculous.

B. Multiple choices : (01.5 marks)
5.c 6.b 7.c

C. Chart Filling : (01.5 marks)
B. Use a phone to take stupid photos;
9. Use phones and tablets to engage with one another in classroom lessons;
10. Access school network; respond to a math problem; use clickers to answer from their

seats

D. ' TIF Statements : (03 marks)

1'1. True: "...more than half of schools prohibit the use of any mobile device." (L. 02-03)
12. True: "Putting a new laptop at every desk... seems like a no-brainer." (L. 10-12)
13. True: "...professors are using clickers to gather information about whether students

are comprehending lessons." (L. 21 -23)

ll. COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE (6 marks)

E. Dialogue completion (03 marks)
14. What's (or what about) that good news/that exclusive sponsorship offer? (or any

other meaningful and grammatically correct answer.)
15. Why have you chosen/did you chose our school?
16. applications/apps; 17. useless; 18. When is the team coming

forlare you coming forlare you sending us technicians for (or any other meaningful and
g rammatical ly correct answer. )

19. welcome.

F. Prepositions/Conjunction : (02 marks)
20. than 21. aï 22. by 23. into

G. Sentence Quoting : (01 mark)
24. "BYOT policies allow kids to take their phones or tablets to class and use them not
just to take stupid photos but also to engage with one another in classroom lessons."
25. "Even a first generation iPhone is more powerful than some computer labs' ancient
desktops."

lll. WRITING (6 marks)

Answers are teft to the appreciation of the grader.
,/ Topic understanding: (01 mark)./ Originality of ideas: (01 mark)
./ Cohesion and coherence: (02 marks)
'/ Accuracy: (02 marks)


